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• Subjectivity analysis: detecting whether a span of text 
describes the author’s internal state (e.g., opinions, 
evaluations, emotions, speculations)

• Opinion mining: detecting whether a span of text 
expresses a positive/negative judgement

• Affect Detection: detecting whether a span of text 
conveys a particular emotion (e.g., anger, hope, disgust) 

Definitions
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• Review summarization

• Recommendation systems

• Detecting “flames” in social media

• Summarization of multiple viewpoints

• Text-based forecasting or “now-casting”

• eRulemaking

• ...

Applications
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Challenges
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• Sarcasm

• Negation

• Modal verbs (e.g., could, should, would)

• Absence of “opinionated” text (e.g., Go read the book.)

• Polarity strength

• Target resolution

• Topic-specific predictiveness of features

• .....

Challenges
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• Unigrams (presence vs. frequency)

• Higher-order n-grams (mixed results)

• Corpus frequency (Hapax legomena -- objective text is 
repeated)

• Part-of-speech (“love”--> love_NOUN)

• Position information (“good” --> good_END)

• Valence shifters (“don’t like” --> NOT_like)

•  Target oriented features (“long” --> BATTERY_LIFE_long)

• Genre-specific features (“scary” --> HORROR_scary)

• Dependency parse features (http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/index.jsp)

Features
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Pang and Lee, EMNLP 2002
Features # of frequency or NB ME SVM

features presence?
(1) unigrams 16165 freq. 78.7 N/A 72.8
(2) unigrams ” pres. 81.0 80.4 82.9
(3) unigrams+bigrams 32330 pres. 80.6 80.8 82.7
(4) bigrams 16165 pres. 77.3 77.4 77.1
(5) unigrams+POS 16695 pres. 81.5 80.4 81.9
(6) adjectives 2633 pres. 77.0 77.7 75.1
(7) top 2633 unigrams 2633 pres. 80.3 81.0 81.4
(8) unigrams+position 22430 pres. 81.0 80.1 81.6

Figure 3: Average three-fold cross-validation accuracies, in percent. Boldface: best performance for a given
setting (row). Recall that our baseline results ranged from 50% to 69%.

class distributions was out of the scope of this study),
we randomly selected 700 positive-sentiment and 700
negative-sentiment documents. We then divided this
data into three equal-sized folds, maintaining bal-
anced class distributions in each fold. (We did not
use a larger number of folds due to the slowness of
the MaxEnt training procedure.) All results reported
below, as well as the baseline results from Section 4,
are the average three-fold cross-validation results on
this data (of course, the baseline algorithms had no
parameters to tune).

To prepare the documents, we automatically re-
moved the rating indicators and extracted the tex-
tual information from the original HTML docu-
ment format, treating punctuation as separate lex-
ical items. No stemming or stoplists were used.

One unconventional step we took was to attempt
to model the potentially important contextual e!ect
of negation: clearly “good” and “not very good” in-
dicate opposite sentiment orientations. Adapting a
technique of Das and Chen (2001), we added the tag
NOT to every word between a negation word (“not”,
“isn’t”, “didn’t”, etc.) and the first punctuation
mark following the negation word. (Preliminary ex-
periments indicate that removing the negation tag
had a negligible, but on average slightly harmful, ef-
fect on performance.)

For this study, we focused on features based on
unigrams (with negation tagging) and bigrams. Be-
cause training MaxEnt is expensive in the number of
features, we limited consideration to (1) the 16165
unigrams appearing at least four times in our 1400-
document corpus (lower count cuto!s did not yield
significantly di!erent results), and (2) the 16165 bi-
grams occurring most often in the same data (the
selected bigrams all occurred at least seven times).
Note that we did not add negation tags to the bi-
grams, since we consider bigrams (and n-grams in

general) to be an orthogonal way to incorporate con-
text.

6.2 Results

Initial unigram results The classification accu-
racies resulting from using only unigrams as fea-
tures are shown in line (1) of Figure 3. As a whole,
the machine learning algorithms clearly surpass the
random-choice baseline of 50%. They also hand-
ily beat our two human-selected-unigram baselines
of 58% and 64%, and, furthermore, perform well in
comparison to the 69% baseline achieved via limited
access to the test-data statistics, although the im-
provement in the case of SVMs is not so large.

On the other hand, in topic-based classification,
all three classifiers have been reported to use bag-
of-unigram features to achieve accuracies of 90%
and above for particular categories (Joachims, 1998;
Nigam et al., 1999)9 — and such results are for set-
tings with more than two classes. This provides
suggestive evidence that sentiment categorization is
more di"cult than topic classification, which cor-
responds to the intuitions of the text categoriza-
tion expert mentioned above.10 Nonetheless, we still
wanted to investigate ways to improve our senti-
ment categorization results; these experiments are
reported below.

Feature frequency vs. presence Recall that we
represent each document d by a feature-count vector
(n1(d), . . . , nm(d)). However, the definition of the

9Joachims (1998) used stemming and stoplists; in
some of their experiments, Nigam et al. (1999), like us,
did not.

10We could not perform the natural experiment of at-
tempting topic-based categorization on our data because
the only obvious topics would be the film being reviewed;
unfortunately, in our data, the maximum number of re-
views per movie is 27, too small for meaningful results.
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Proposed word lists Accuracy Ties

Human 1 positive: dazzling, brilliant, phenomenal, excellent, fantastic 58% 75%
negative: suck, terrible, awful, unwatchable, hideous

Human 2 positive: gripping, mesmerizing, riveting, spectacular, cool, 64% 39%
awesome, thrilling, badass, excellent, moving, exciting

negative: bad, cliched, sucks, boring, stupid, slow

Figure 1: Baseline results for human word lists. Data: 700 positive and 700 negative reviews.

Proposed word lists Accuracy Ties

Human 3 + stats positive: love, wonderful, best, great, superb, still, beautiful 69% 16%
negative: bad, worst, stupid, waste, boring, ?, !

Figure 2: Results for baseline using introspection and simple statistics of the data (including test data).

accuracy — percentage of documents classified cor-
rectly — for the human-based classifiers were 58%
and 64%, respectively.4 Note that the tie rates —
percentage of documents where the two sentiments
were rated equally likely — are quite high5 (we chose
a tie breaking policy that maximized the accuracy of
the baselines).

While the tie rates suggest that the brevity of
the human-produced lists is a factor in the relatively
poor performance results, it is not the case that size
alone necessarily limits accuracy. Based on a very
preliminary examination of frequency counts in the
entire corpus (including test data) plus introspection,
we created a list of seven positive and seven negative
words (including punctuation), shown in Figure 2.
As that figure indicates, using these words raised the
accuracy to 69%. Also, although this third list is of
comparable length to the other two, it has a much
lower tie rate of 16%. We further observe that some
of the items in this third list, such as “?” or “still”,
would probably not have been proposed as possible
candidates merely through introspection, although
upon reflection one sees their merit (the question
mark tends to occur in sentences like “What was the
director thinking?”; “still” appears in sentences like
“Still, though, it was worth seeing”).

We conclude from these preliminary experiments
that it is worthwhile to explore corpus-based tech-
niques, rather than relying on prior intuitions, to se-
lect good indicator features and to perform sentiment
classification in general. These experiments also pro-
vide us with baselines for experimental comparison;
in particular, the third baseline of 69% might actu-
ally be considered somewhat di!cult to beat, since
it was achieved by examination of the test data (al-
though our examination was rather cursory; we do

4Later experiments using these words as features for
machine learning methods did not yield better results.

5This is largely due to 0-0 ties.

not claim that our list was the optimal set of four-
teen words).

5 Machine Learning Methods

Our aim in this work was to examine whether it suf-
fices to treat sentiment classification simply as a spe-
cial case of topic-based categorization (with the two
“topics” being positive sentiment and negative sen-
timent), or whether special sentiment-categorization
methods need to be developed. We experimented
with three standard algorithms: Naive Bayes clas-
sification, maximum entropy classification, and sup-
port vector machines. The philosophies behind these
three algorithms are quite di"erent, but each has
been shown to be e"ective in previous text catego-
rization studies.

To implement these machine learning algorithms
on our document data, we used the following stan-
dard bag-of-features framework. Let {f1, . . . , fm} be
a predefined set of m features that can appear in
a document; examples include the word “still” or
the bigram “really stinks”. Let ni(d) be the num-
ber of times fi occurs in document d. Then, each
document d is represented by the document vector
!d := (n1(d), n2(d), . . . , nm(d)).

5.1 Naive Bayes

One approach to text classification is to assign to a
given document d the class c! = arg maxc P (c | d).
We derive the Naive Bayes (NB) classifier by first
observing that by Bayes’ rule,

P (c | d) =
P (c)P (d | c)

P (d)
,

where P (d) plays no role in selecting c!. To estimate
the term P (d | c), Naive Bayes decomposes it by as-
suming the fi’s are conditionally independent given
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• Classification

• Regression

• Building genre-specific classifiers

• Inferring term-polarity with seeds/conjunctions (and, but)

‣ Elegant, but over-priced; clever and informative 

• Inferring labels heuristically (stars, emoticons)

• Self-training

• Co-training

• Domain adaptation

Approaches
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• Challenges

‣ Some features may not appear in the target domain

‣ Some features may have the opposite polarity

Domain Adaptation
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Domain Adaptation

source domains target domain

books

mobile phones

music albums

movies

laptops

restaurants

kitchen appliances
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• Detecting positive/negative judgement

• Predicting degree of positivity/negativity (regression)

• Extracting sentences that provide justification

• Extracting sentences that express comparison

• Predicting agreement/disagreement

• Viewpoint detection (pro vs. against)

• Detecting issue frames around debate

Related Tasks
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